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ABSTRACT

Thisstudyinvolvedàcomparisonbetweentwopro-

cedures for teaching retarded children to imitate sounds

or to name pictures i à self-paced proeedure in which the

child initiates trials , and. *n experimenter-paced procedure

in which the experimenter initiates trials. The study con-

sisted of two Phases.

InPhasel,twoconditionswerecompared.Condition

1 was a- self-paced procedure in which the child initiated

trials by making eye contaet with the experimenter. con-

dition 2 was an experimenter-paced procedure in which the

experimenter initiated trials independently of the child's

behaviour. A twenty minute session of each condition was

conducted dai1y, with the order of the conditions alter-

nating on successive day-s. The eff-ects on performance of

these two conditions were compared early j-n training when

the children were naive,-wi-th'respect,:to thê task being

trained, and later as they acquired more sophistication'

It was found that for both sound-imitation and picture-

nametraining,theexperimenter_pacedprocedurewas

superior(i.e.,producedmorecorrectresponsesand.a

higher rate of learning) to the self-paced procedure

throughout training. This was true regardless of the

child,s behavioural repertoire (i.e., naive or sophisti-

cated).
É1, i':.1
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InPhase2,thepossibilityofinteraetionbetween

the two conditions in Phase 1 was investigated by condueting

dailysessionsonlyinCondition2(theexperimenter_paced
procedure).Thefacttlnatthisproducednoapparentchange

intheperformanceinCondition2reducesthepossibility

that an i-nteraction between the two conditions contributed

to the results of Phase 1 '
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In teaching verbal behaviour to the mentally retarded,

one issue concerns the procedure by which trials àre initia-

ted. Basically, two general procedures have been described

in the literature: a self-paced procedure and an experi-

menter-paced procedure. Much research in verbal training

has involved self-paced procedures, whereby the child is

required to initiate a tri:a:I by making an "attending"

response prior to trial presentation. For example, one

type of attending response, eye-cont act , has been used in

training children to imitate vocalizations (e.g., Schroeder

and Baer, Ig72), to follow commands (e'g', Schell, Stark'

and Giddan, 1967), and to name pictures (e'g', Risley and

Wolf , 1967; Martin, England, Kaprowy, Kilgour, and Pilek,

1968; Kircher, Pear, and Martin, 1971)'

several researchers maintain that eye contact is a

prerequisite to training verbal imitation. Buddenhagen

(LgZ:-,PP.136-l42)suggeststhatvisualattendingis

crucial if the child is to respond to the relevant cues

presented by the experimenter and to reinforcement v¡hich

follows correct responding. He also states that imitative

cues are often d.j-scriminated better by sight than by ear'

Moreover, hê points out that if the child is attending with

his eyes, the experimenter is more confident that he is

attending with his ears. According to Bricker (1967), the
;.:,.--
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types of errors tnat are made in verbal imj-tation indicate

trlat acoustic cues are not sufficient stimuli to control

echoic behaviour, Bricker studied verbal imitation in

nursery sehool children and found that merely playing a tape

recording of a model did not effectively control- appropriate

vocalresponses.Marsha]1and'HegreneS(Ig7o)alsostate

tnatbothlookingandlisteni-ngarenecessaryforthe

developmentofmotorandvocalimitatj-on.Thustoensure

looking,andpossiblylistening,thedevelopmentofeye

contaet has been regarded as prerequisite'to training imi-

tative behaviour. 
i

Althoughreportingdifficultyinestablishingeye

contact with their subjects, Kent, Klein, Fa1k, and Guenther

(Ig72)insisttlnatthisresponsebeestablished.These

authorsmaintainínatlearningwilldecreaseifthechild

isnotrequiredtomakeeyecontactpriortothepresenta-

tionofa.triaT.otherresearchers,adoptingthisposition,

have attempted to increase the number of eye cont aet ""=-,

ponsesinverbaltraining.RisleyandWolf(1967)had.the

experimenterhold'upthereinforcerdirectlyinfrontof

hisfaee.Sincethechildtendedtolookatthereinforcer,

thisensuredthathewouldalsolookattheexperimenter.

Hartung(1970)discussedtheuseofloudnoisesandguid-

ancetodrawthechild.'sattentiontoward'theexperimenter

and. thus, lncrease the probability that --e-y€ contact would

occur.

r _.: j:
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Another type of attend'ing response which has been



used in verbal training is à lever or key press (Stephens,

Pear, Wray, and Jackson , Ig75). In order to have a tríal

. presented, the chi1d. preSSeS à lever or key in the presence

of an "attending" stimulus. As in the eye-contact pro-

cedure , a ttia]. is not presented until- the child has emitted

the required attending response.

Yet another type of attending response was used by

Hewett (1965) and. later by Blake and Moss (L967 ) and Fineman

and Ferjo (1969). Verbal training was conducted in a booth

írri"rr is divided into two sections. one section is occupied

by the experimenter, while the other is occupied by the

chi1d. The two sections àre separated by a shutter. To

one side of the child was situated a box into which a small

wóoden ball can be dropped, causing a bell to ring. To

have the shutter l-ifted and initiate a tria1, the child

was required. to emit one "ba11-drop" response'

The basic research literature on matching-to-sample

behaviourlendssupporttotheuseoftheself-paced
procedure in verbal training. In a standard matching-to-

sample procedure with pigeons, the bird must make an atten-

ding response by pecking a sample stimulus before being

presented with the two comparison stimuli in the presence

of which arL appropriate "matching" response (i.e., a peck

to.the comparj-son stimulus that is identicâl to the sample

stimul-us) is reinforced. cummÍng and Berryman (1965) pro-

posedthatintrainingmatching-to-samplebehaviour

attending to the sample stimulus increases the probability

| 1: *-ia
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ofàcorÏ:ectresponseoccurringinthepresenceofthe

comparison stimuli- To test this hypothesis' Eckerman'

Lanson, and Cumming (1968) studied the.role of the attending

responseinàstandardmatching_to-sampleexperimentwith
pigeons.oneconditionwasthestandar.dprocedureinwhich

aresponsetothesamplestimuluswasrequiredtoinitiate

a tria1. In another cond'ition, a ttj,a]- commenced wÍth the

onset of the three keys simultaneously, and a response to

thesamplestimulushadnoeffect.Intwooutofthreeof

thebirds,matching'àccÚracywasconsiderablyhigherinthe

condition in which a response to the sample stimulus was

required. The authors therefore concluded that accuTacy

inmatching_to-sampleisdependentuponànattendingres-
ponse

Simil ati- y, iD standard verbal-training procedure'

thechildisrequiredtoinitiateatrialbymakingan

attendingresponseinthepresenceofanattendingstimulus.

Accordingtoseveralauthors(e.g.,MartinandPowers,1967;

BudtlenhaBeD,].:}T:-;Kent,Klei-n,Fa1k'andGuenther'l-972)'

attending in verbal training also increases the probability

of a correct response occurring in the presence of the

verbal stimulus. In the self-paced procedure' where a

prerequisite attending response compatible with the task

tobetrainedisrequired,itisthoughtthatthereisa

higherchanceofattentivebehaviouroccurringanda

lowerchanceofinattentivebehaviour(i'e''behaviour
' incompatible with correct respond'ing) occurring'

i.ii



Although the self-paced procedures have intuitively

been considered by some to be the most effective, experi-

menter-paced procedures for presenting trials have also

been used in teaching verbal responses to retarded children'

In this type of procedure,- the child is not required to

make an attending response; rather, the experimenter initi-

ates trials at a fixed or variable rate independent of the

child's behaviour (e.g., Kerr, Meyerson, and Michael' 1965;

Lovaas, Berberich, Perloff, and Schaeffer, 1966; Bricker'

]'967).Theexperimentermayalsocal]thechild'Sname
priortoinitiatingatrira]-(e.g',Borus,Greenfield'

Spiegel, and Daniels, lg73; Koegel and' Rincover' 1974)'

An experimenter-paced- procedure is frequently used in

training sophisticated verbal behaviour such as sentence

usage (e.g., Lutzker and Sherman, 1974; Twardosz and Baer'

.Ig73), receptive prepositions (e'g' , Frisch and Schumaker'

Ig74), and conversational speech forms (e'g', Garcia' 1974)'

Martin et al. (1968) criticized the experimenter-

pacedprocedureonthereasoningthatitwould.producea

decrease in stimulus control over the subject's appropriate

behaviour by reinforcing inattentive behaviour. However,

if the verbal-training situation is analysed as a chain of

discrimi-native stimuli and responses, it is possible to

argue that the experimenter-paced procedure would be more

effective than a self-paced procedure. In a chain, each

stimulus,, except t'rre f irst and the last, functions "t'btth
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a discriminative stimulus and a conditioned reinforcer

(Reynolds, 1968). As a conditioned reinforcer, the stimulus

reinforces behaviour emitted in the previous link of the

chain (those responses which resulted in its appearance).

As a discriminatj-ve stimulus, it occasions the behaviour

that is reinforced in its presence. This behaviour ís

reinforced by the appearance of the stimulus in the next

link of the chain. In verbal training, àfl attending stimu-

lus (such as the attending light used by stephens_ et àj-.,

Ig75) is the first stimulus in'the chain. In the presence

of the attending stimulus, the child is required to emit

an attending response. This is reinforced with the pre-

sentation of the task (e.g., a sound to be imitated or a

picture to be named), which then Serves as a discriminatj-ve

stimulus for a correct verbal response. A correct response

j-s reinforced with a primary reinforcer such aS a candy.

Investígations with pigeons indicate that stimuli

closer to prJ-mary reinforcement exert more control over

behaviour than do those that are farther from primary re-.

inforcement (Ke11eher and Go1lub, 11962). In verbal training,

therefore, the task, because it is closer to primary rein-

forcement, should control behaviour more ëffectively than

does the attending stimulus. Thus, the experimenter-paced

procedure may be more effective in verbal training than a"

self-paced procedure because the stimulus having stronger

control over the child's behaviour would be presented more

':...t
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often.BythisreaSoning,adecreaseinbehavioursthat

àTe incompatible with appropriate verbal behaviour and an

increase in the number of correct responses would be ex-

pected to occur.

Olenick, Kochan, and Peat (unpublished manuscript) 
,,.,i::.,,.,:i

conducted'twoexperimentsinwhichtheysystematicaIIy

investigated trial-initiation procedures in verbal training'

The first experiment involved a comparison between two self- :: .i.i:.-:,.1.. ....

paced prOcedUres - one invOlving àn eye-ContaCt attending "'':'";"

response and one involving a button-press attending response 
i-.:,,,.r,.,:

in a picture-naming and a reading task with retarded child- 
::rr'ì1:: rti'

:

ren. The second experi-ment involved a comparison between 
:

what had appeared to be the most effective self-paced pro- 
i

i

cedure (the one involvi-ng a button-press attending response) i

and an experimenter-paced procedure. In the experimenter-

pacedproced'ure,atria1wasinitiatedbytheexperimenter
I

after a short interval folÌowing the preceding trial initia- i '

tion. It lvas found that performance was consistently '

superiOr j-n tWO OUt Of the three children j-n the eXperi- i'':"':''r:''=''

i:',ì.:l.l-:"

menter-paced procedure. (Îhe data for the other child was 
¡,,t,;^',:,=,.'.,
'_,: 

:, 
t: : :.: :.:.:

quite variable and showed no consistent difference between l

the condj-tions). The number of trials increased substan-

tia11y because trial initiation was dependent upon the 
,.,,.,, ,,.,

experimenter at regular time intervals, rather than the child' iii..:';.l
:

. Horvever, along with this increase in the number of trials,

there was a marked increase in the number of correct
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responses and the rate of learning. The number of in-

correct responses remained 1ow throughout the experiment,

while there was only à slight increase in the number of

omissions (i.e., instances in which à response did not occur

within the seven-second time limit following trial presenta-

tions). All of the children tl¡at served in the experiment,

however, had had prior experience with the verba1--trai_ning

task ( i. e. , picture-naming) and had learned to name several

pictures in sessions where a self-paced' procedure had been

in effëct. They had therefore learned to respond appro-

priately in the presence of a picture ( i'e' , the picture

presentations had acquired strong control over their be-

haviour). Had these children been naive (i.e., had they not

acquired such a history), the experimenter-paced procedure

may not have shown superiori-ty because the children might

not have attended. to the pictures when they were presented.

A high frequency of omissions may have occurred in this

case, âs well as a marked decrease in the number of correct

rèsponses. Thus, while the experimenter-paced procedure

would seem to be a very useful- technique for training verbal

behaviour, it is possible that its effectiveness is limited

to children with a particular type of behavj-oural history'

Thepresentstudycomparedanexperimenter-paced

procedure to a self-paced procedure, with an eye-contact

attending response, in the early and l.ater stages of teaching

verbal responses to retarded children. on the basis of the

i , t f,::.1
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reasoning presented above , it was thought that the self-

paced procedure might show superiority early in training,

when the children were naive, a1rd tlnat the experimenter-

paced procedure might show superiority l_ater in training

after the task had acquired stronger control over the

childrens' behaviour.

| :: ::
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CHAPTER TT

METHOD

Subi ects

Three institutional j'zed. mentally retarded children

from the st. Amant centre in lÍinnipeg served as subjects

in this research. These chíIdren were chosen on the basis

of the following criteria:

(a)Theyhadnothadanytraini-nginexperimental

sessions.

(b)Theyhad'verylimitedverbalrepertoires;they

were all non-imitatOrS Or able to imitate only very few

sounds.

Duringthestudychildrenwhocouldnotimitatewere

trained to imitate sounds. children who cou]d imitate at

l-east five sounds were trained to name pictures

Sherrywas2yroldandhad.beenhospitalizedfor

1 yr at the time this study was begun. she had been diagnosed

as having Down's syndrome. Her verbal,behaviour'was re-

stricted to thé babbling of à few sounds. since she could

notimitateanysounds,shewasgivensound-imitation

training during the studY.

Cywas6yroldandhadbeenhospitalj.zedfor3yr.

He had been diagnosed. as mentally retarded (cause unknown)

and. b1ind. At the beginning of the study he displayed very

little verbal behaviour; he could babbfe several sounds but

could imitate only one sound. TherefoÍe, at the beginning
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ofthestudyhewastrainedtoimitatesounds.Afterhe

had learned to imitate five sounds, he was given picture-

name training

Clayton was 4 yr o1d and had' been hospitalized for

lyr.Hehadbeendiagnosedashavinge-''Seizuredisorder''.

Atthebeginningofthestudy,hecouldimitatefivesounds

but was unabl-e to name any pictures or objects. Therefore,

hewasgivenpicture_nametrainingduringthestudy.

Setting and Apparatus

The résearch was conducted in a cubicle l0cated in the

psychologyresearchàl^eaintheSt.AmantCentre.Seated

oppositetotheexperimenteratàsmalltable,eae}:lchild

was worked with individuallY '

The'mainequipmentusedconsistedoftwobasiccom_

ponents, the child's console and the experimenter's console'

situated on the child.'s console was a green "attending"

jeweÌlampbetweentwopushbuttonswhichwereinoperative

inthisstudy.Justaboveeachbuttonwasàredorblue

stimulus jewel 1amp. The experimenter's console contained

pushbuttonsforrecordingcorrectresponses'incorrect

responses, and omissions. Its internal circuitry totalled

each of the categories and also performed timing functions

requiredbythestudy.Ahandswitch,operatedbythe

e.xperimenter,waswiredtotheapparatusandservedtoturn

offtheattendinglampwhenatrialwasinitiated.
CârdsfromaPeabodyArticulationKitservedas

'-:: ;:.-l
t a r'..:. ::
L.
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stimuli for picture namlng. Each of these cards displayed

a colourful plcture t]¡at could be denoted by a simple noun.

sugar-coated candies (M & M]"), pieces of chocolate

bars, or teaspoon-size bites of ice-cream were used as

primary reinforcers. The M & M'S were dispensed automatic-

aIly by a candy dispenser. The other reinforcers were

dispensed manually by the experimenter.

A stop clock on a nearby shelf was used to control

the length of the sessÍons.

Preliminary Procedures

Prior to participating in this research, the children

'were trained to sit quietly aL the table and to make eye

contact with the experimenter. Eye contact was shaped until

the children \üere emi-tting at least ten three-second periods

of eye contact in a twenty-minute session. During this

training, praise ("Good") and primary rej.nforcement were

delj-vered after every correct response.

Since this experiment involved a comparison between

different verbal-training procedures on sound imitation or

picture naming, it vYaS necessary to determine beforehand:

(1) which sounds, if âtry, the child could imitate (known

sounds); (2) which pictures, if âûv, he could name (known

pictures); (3) which sounds the child could not imitate

(unknown sounds); (4) which pictures he could not name

(unknown pictures). This was d.one by establishing sound-

,imitation and picture naming baselines

.:::..j
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Sound-fmítation Baseline For all children, seven sounds

were chosen on the basis of either of the following two

eriteria. The first criterion specified that the sounds

be formed such that they had visual components (Lbvaas et

àL. , 1966). Thus, the bilabial consonants, p ( /p/), b

(/b/), L (/n/), and w (/w/), were chosen. The second

criterion specified that the sounds form a "coarse contrast"

(Leopo1d, 1961). Thus, the three vowel sounds, 9 f /i/),

oo ( /u/), and o (/ou/), were also included. The sound-

imitation basel-Íne then, contained the following seven

sounds: puh (/p /), Þuh. (/b /),4gb (/rn /),rv]4 (/* /),

g_ (/i/), g" c /u/), and o (/ou/). These sounds have been

cited as those first to develop in normal children (Leopold,

1961 ) .

To establish.whether or not a child could imitate

any sounds, the following steps were taken:

(a) For each sound, the experimenter said: "Say

'(sound)1.rr
(b) If the chil-d correctly imitated the sound, the

experimenter said "Good", provided the child with a primary

reinforcer, and proceeded to the next sound. If the child

did not imitate the sound, the experimenter simply proceeded

to the next sound.

(c) The entire list of sounds \ryere presented in the

above manner.three times. Sounds that the child correctly

imitated on all three occasions were calIed known sounds.

' -.. '.t .-l



If a child had at least five known sounds, a pieture-

naming baseline (see the next section) \ilas conducted and

picture naming was trained during the experiment. If a chitd

had less than five known sounds andfor correctly imitated

one or more sounds on the baseline less than three times,

sound imitation was trained during the experi-ment . Then,

a list of sounds fnat the child was i-ncapable of imitating

but capable of making spontaneously (i.e., unknown sounds)

was constructed. Another assessment was conducted to

determine the unknown sorinds and the order in which they

should be trained. this assessment proceeded in the follow-

ing manner:

(a) All spontaneous vocali'zations occurring in the

session \ryere reinforced with praise ("Good") and a primary

reinforcer (cf. Blake and Moss 1967; and, Fineman 1968, a,.b)'

(b) All discriminable vocalizations and their fre-

quencies were recorded by the experimenter'

(c) To be certain that a child could not imitate any

of the recorded vocal ízations, these sounds were assessed

in the same manner as the original seven. The vocal i-zations

that could not be imitated on three occasions'ffere called

unknown sounds

During the experiment, unknown sounds were trained

accordlng to their frequency of occurrence ' with the un-

known sound of highest frequency being trained first, and

the unknown of lowest frequency, 1ast.

14
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Picture-Naming Baseline For each child who could Lmitate

five sounds before the study began, several pictures with

two-syllable names were selected. In order to ensure t}:'at

all picture names to be taught were unknown and could be

pronounced by the chi1d, the following steps were taken:

(a) The experimenter presented a picture and said:

"I{hat's this?"
(b) If the child correctly named the picture, the

experi-menter said "Good" and proceeded to the next picture.

If the child did not correctly name the picture, the experi-

menter said "What's this?" and named the picture. If the

child correctly imitated the picture's name, the experi-

menter said "Good" and proceeded to the next pieture. If

the name was not acceptably imitated, the picture was dis-

carded from the experiment. During this baseline assess-

ment every "Good" was accompanied by the deli-very of a

pri-mary reinforcer.
(c) The set of pictures were presented in the

following manner- three times. Pictur.es that- \ryere correctly

named on all- three occasions were called known pictures.

Pictures that were not correctly named but whose names

were correctly imitated on al-1 three occasions were.called

unknown pictures.

Sound-Imitation Procedure The procedure that was used

during the experiment to teaeh children to imitate unknown

sounds was similar to that described by Lpvaas et. 31.

(1966), Lovaas,.Koegel, Simmons, and Long (1973), and

;:-.-.:r::::-.
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Koegel and

following

Rincover (Ig74). This procedure involved the

steps:

(1) The experimenter presented the unknown sound by

saying: "Say '(sound)".'. This was called a prompt trial'

Ifthechildappropriatelyapproximatedtheunknownsound,

the experimenter proceeded to Step 2 ' To be considered an

appropriate approximation of the unknown sound' the res-

ponsehadtobedifferentfromanyknownsoundandemitted

within 7 sec of the prompt ' Any vocal response emitted

within 7 sec of the prompt rffas considered to be an appro-

priateapproximationifthechilddidnothaveanyknown

sounds.Ifthechildfailedtorespond.inTsec'thetrial

was marked, as an omission, and the prompt was repeated. rf

thechildproducedtheexactmatchtotheunknownsound,

theexperimenterimmediatelyproceed.edtoStep4.Responses

whichdidnotmatchtheunknownsoundormeetthedefinition

ofanapproxj.mationtotheunknownsoundwerejudgedasin_

correct. If the child responded incorrectly, the prompt

\ryas repeated 
¡nnrnximated the un-(2) If the child appropriately approximated t

known sound, this approximation was iudged as correct on

subsequentpresentationsoftheunknownsound.Ifthis

approximationwasnotemittedoverfifteenconsecutive

trials, the experimenter returned' to Step 1' If a closer

approximation to the unknown sound was produced (i'e' ''one

morecloselyresemblingtheunknownsound)theexperimenter
proceeded.toStep3.Ifthechildproducedtheexact.match
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to the unknown sound, the experimenter proceeded immediately

to SteP 4.

(3) Only the closer approximation from Step 2 was

judgedascorrectforthefollowingpresentationsofthe

unknown sound. If this approximation was not emitted over

fifteen consecutive trials, the experimenter repeated step

3 with the previous approximation. when a closer approxi-

mationwasemitted,step3wasthenrepeatedwithtlnat

approximatlon.Theexperimenterproceededinthisfashion

until the child produced the exact match to the unknown

sound , àt which point the experimenter proceeded to Step 4.

(4) Only the exact match was iudged as correct for

thefollowingpresentationsoftheunknownsound.Ifthe
.,exact match was not produced over f ifteen consecuti-ve 'trails '

the êxperimenter returned to reinforcing the previous approxi-

mation. When the exact match of an unknoïn sound was pro-

duced on greater than 85% of the last fifty trial-s of its

presentation,theunknownsoundwassaidtobelearned.It

wasthenca}ledaknownsound'.-.Whenthechildhadat]east

oneknownsound,trialscontainingaknownsoundwereran-

domly interspersed (on a 1:5 ratio) with trials containi-ng

the unknown sound being taught in Steps I - 4' If a known

soundwasnevercorrectlyimitatedwhenbeingthusinter_

spersed with an unknown sound, it was retrained according

to the above procedure after the unknown sound had been

]earned'.Whenatl.eastfiveunknownsounds.hadbeen

learne{,apicture_nami.ngbaselinewastakenandthechild

,:l

it,.'

,tÚ



was taught to name Pietures

Picture-Naming Procedure The procedure tinat was used for

teaching picture names was similar to that described by

stephens et a.!. (1975) . It involved the f ollowing steps:

(1) The experimenter presented a randomly selected 
.,.,,,,.,

unknown picture and said: "I{hat's this?'(name of picture)"''

This was called a prompt trial. If the child responded in-

correctly or f ailed to respond in 7 sec, this step was re- 
, ì, . ,,,,,

peated. If the child responded correctly, the experi-menter i::.::¡.:,::''

proceeded to Step 2 on the next trial. ,,rtl'-'.
i:j;,,.,,*,

(2)TheexperimenterpresentedtheSameunknown

picture and said.: "What's this?". This was called a probe

trial. If the child responded incorrectly or failed to res- 
'

l

pondrùithin7Sec'theexperimenterreturnedtoStep1.Ifi.

the child named the picture, the experimenter proceeded to 
ì

Step 3. l

(3) When Step 2 was completed successfully, the

experimenter repeated Steps 1 and 2 with a known picture'

(If the child did not have any known pictures, the pi-cture-

naming procedure was essentially the same, except that

Steps 1 - 6 were carried out only with the unknown picture' )

(4)WhenStep3wascompletedsuccessfully,theex-

perimenter repeated Steps 1 and 2 with the unknown picture'

(5) I{hen step 4 was completed successfulì-y, two more

probe trials were presented with the known and unknown

pictures each. The-known and unknown probe trials \ryere
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alternated.
(6) Steps 1 to 5 were repeated with the same unknown

picture and two additional known pictures'

(7)Stepslto6werecarrÍedoutforanotherTe'n-

domly selected unknown picture. ' ' '

when steps 1 to 6 were completed successfully for àn

unknown picture, that picture was said to have reached

criterion. A minimum of 30 correct imitation and naming ,, .,i,.,,,'.,,'

trials tvere required for an unknown picture to reach crÍte- ';"'"';""1

'i , , .. -

rion. IYhen an unknown picture reached criterion it was i ',"t";'"''

tested, wi_th a probe trial on1y, àt the beginning of the 
l

next three consecutive sessions in its respective experi- 
i

mental condition, unless the child failed to identify it on
i

any of these three occasíons. If the chil-d correctly named 
i

the pÍcture on each of these three occasions, it acquired 
i

i

the status of a learned picture (and was used aS a known 
i

picture in the above procedure). If he did not, the picture

was immediately returned to Step 1 and the p-to..drrte was
i":,]. .- , t, , ..:,.'

repeated for that picture. An unknown picture was d.iscarded ' .:.':'"'."¡'":

from the experiment and replaced with another unknown pic- t"..tt.,'

ture if the former d.id not reach criterion within six ses-

sions or if it reached. criterion six times without being

learned.

Exoerimental Procedure

The purpose of this research was to compare the effects

of two types of trial-initiation procedures on sound-imitation

L ::rltt : :",
l:..: ir :, :: .. l.:



and picture-name learning by retarded children. one was

a self-paced procedure, the other was a"n experimenter-

paced procedure. The research consisted of two phases.

In Phase 1, a multi-element baseline design composed

of two conditions was used. Two twenty-minute Sessions,

one in each conditi-on, were conducted daily, each week day

in the afternoon, with their order being alternated daily'

In condition 1, an eye-contact attending response by the

child was required prior to eac]n trial presentation. In

condition 2, no attending response was required prior to

trial presentation and the experimenter presented trials in-

dependently of the child's behaviour. To enhance stimulus

control, the red iewel lamp on the child's console was

iltuminated in condition 1, and the blue jewel lamp was

illuminated in Condition 2-
I

In previous research on verbal training in our labora- 
l

tory, items to be taught were randomly divided into two 
l

pools corresponding to the two conditions of the multi- i ;
:j': 

,.;'r.,1,

element baseline (e.g., Stephens et àI',197.5)' However' ' 
,1,,.,,

::' . ::

since the children taking part in the present research rffere ;t 
" 

:

verbally naive, there were not enough known and unknown

souhds or pictures on the baseline to be randomly divided

into groups of equal difficul-ty. Therefore, for each child 
i,,,-4,,
'' i:r:l

the.same items ,were used in both experimental conditions'

In Phase 2, the possibility of interaction between

the two conditions of:the multi-element baseline of Phase

I was j-nvestigated. In this phase both conditions of the 
;,:i:r:irrri
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multi-element baseline were conducted under the experimenter-

paced procedure. It was reasoned tlnat if there was a" strong

interactionbetweenthetwoconditionsinPhasel,theex_
perimenter_pacedconditioninPhase2shouldgeneratedata

t,.at were markedly different from the d,ata generated by the

experimenter-paced condition in Phase 1 '

phase 1 Condition 1 invol-ved a self-paced procedure in

which the child was required to make an eye-contact attending

response before a trial- would be presented. A session began

with the ill-umination of the attending jewel lamp on the

child,s console. As soon as the chi1d. made eye contact with

her, the experimenter immed-iately turned off the attending

lampbydepressingtheswitchsheheldinherhandandpre-

sented the task (a sound to imitate or a picture to name) '

If the child responded' correctly to the prompt or probe, he

was praised ( i.e. , ''Good'' ) by the experimenter. Primary

reinforcement was derivered according to a schedule which

seemed to be optimal for eac:h child. (see the next section) '

Immediately fotlôwing the occurrence of a Tesponse ot' o'f a

7-secperiodinwhichnoresponseoccurred,theexperi-

menterdepressedtheappropriatebutton(foracorrectres_
ponse , àfr incorrect response, or an omission); and' fo11ow-

ingaS-seci-nter-trialinterval,theattendinglampwas

again illuminated and. the child could initiate another

Condition 2 involved an experj-menter-paced procedure

i: :- r: '-:':.ì
I . .. i': i"j:

trial.
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in which the experimenter, tatl¡er than the child, initia-

ted trials. As in condition 1, a session began with the

illumination of the attending lamp on the child's console'

The experimenter then immediately turned off the attending

lamp by depressing the switch. This resulted in the pre-

sentation of the task. As in condition L, if the child

responded correctly to the prompt or probe, h€ was praísed

by the experimenter. (For the schedules of primary rein-

forcement used, see the next section. ) Immediately fo1low-

ing the occurrence or non-occurrence of a response ' the

experimenter recorded the outcome of the tri.a1; and, fo11ow-

ing a 5-sec inter-trial- interval., the attending lamp was

again illuminated and a new tri-a1 began

Phase 2 The possibility of interactj-on between the condi-

tions in Phase 1 was investigated in Phase 2 for'Sherry and

cy. In this phase, both sessions conducted daily 'üere in

the experimenter-paced procedure.

Schedutes of Reinforcement

For Sherry, a fixed.-ratio 2 (FR2) schedule of primary

reinforcement (where every second correct response \ryas re-

inforced) was used.

For Cy, an FR2 schedule followed by differential re-

inforcement was used. Differential reinforcement involved

the reinforcing of the two types of trials in picture-name

training differently. Primary reinforcement was delivered

on an FRl schedule for correct probe responses and not

delivered for correct prompt responses'

:jì î



For clayton, an FR5 schedule followed by differential

reinforcement was used. Differential reinforcement was

delivered in the same manner as for Cy'

Rel iab i1 itY

Two types of reliability checks were made in this '''.:.,,.

study: interobserver reliability on vocal responses and

interexperimenter reliability on the eye-contact response'

Interobserver Reliabil-ity The consistency of the experi- i,,,_., :,
, '. . 

.': '. ::':.

menterts deeiSionS cOnCerning COrreCt and incorreet res- "''

ponses were checked by computing an interobserver reli- i:''r'ri
I

ability coefficient. 
I

ì

All experimental sessions were recorded ": tape' 
i
i

one twelfth of the tapes were randomly selected and lis- 
i

I

tened to by an independent observer. After becoming àc-

quainted with the experimenter's criteria for correct and 
:

incorrect responses, the observer listened to the tapes and ,

scored the responses prior to hearing the experimenter's

decision. omissions were excluded from these data. 
¡,",,,,,

Two interobseïver reliability percentages rtrere cal-- ':':;;';':':
..

culatedt 
' " 

''"

(1)ThenumberofagÏeementsonresponsesthatthe

experimenter ca11ed correct divided by the number of agree-

ments plus d.isagreements on responses that the experimenter 
,,,..,i.,,r,

.,..,. 'ai

called correct

(2)Thenumberofagreementsonresponsesthatthe

experimenter called incorrect divided by the number of

23
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agreementS plus disagreements on responses that the ex-

perimenter called incorrect.

Interexperimenter Reliabi-lity In previous work j-n our

laboratory, attempts to perform interobserver reliability

tests on eye-contact responses had fail-ed' It appears tlnat ,'..r.'-,:,

àn independent observer has gteat difficulty in deciding

whether or not a child has made àn eye-contact response 
'

unless the observer can observe from the exact position as 
i;.,,,.,....; ': .:ì

the experimenter. Therefore , àf intereXperimenter reli- 1""":'

.,;-,,.,.,,

Two other experimenters , E2 and E' conducted this
I

research for various periods of time. Prior to conducting 
,

i

the experiment, Ez and Eu were famil iatized' with the cri- 
j

j

teria used by the main experimenter (Er) for eye contact , 
l
I

andacceptab1eandnon_acceptab1ereSponSeSforknownsounds

or pictures f,or each child. However, EZ and E, were not
I

informed of the data obtained ny Et. Reliability was j

assessed by comparing the data obtained by the three ex-

peri-ment.1=.

Interexperimenter rel-iability tests were conducted

Uy EZ towards the end of Phase 1, for 48 sessions with Cy

and, 24 with clayton respectively. Reliability tests were

conducted bv E, at the beginning of Phase 1 and by E, to-

wards the end of that phase with sherry. The tests were

cond.ucted for 38 sessions and 22 sessions respectively.

24
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CHAPTER III

RESULTS

In Phase I of this research, two conditit)l1s were

compared using a multi-element baseline design. In one

condition, an eye-contact attending response by the chifd

was required prior to each trial presentation. In the

second condition, no attending response was required prior

to trial- presentation and the experimenter presented trials

independently of the child's behaviour. In Phase 2, the

possibility of interaction between the two conditions of

Phase 1 was investigated.

Rel iabil ity

Two interobseïver reliability percentages on vocal

responses were ealculated (see Method section) for each

child. The resulting interobserver reliability coefficients

were as follows: For Sherry the reliability coefficient for

correct was .89 and for incorrect was .95. For Cy the

reliability coefficient for correct was .99 and for in-

correct was .92. For Clayton the reliability coefficient

for correct was 1.O0 and for incorrect was 1-00.

Interexperimenter reliability was also high because

the Same differences between the'two conditions were shown

for all three experJ-menters. This will be indicated in the

figures to foIlow. Moreover upon visual- inspection of the

number of trials in the self-paced condition (i.e., the

l-r:.1

tr;':, ¡:
[:i i:']
ì. :1;..
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number of times eye contact occurred and a ttíal was

initiated), little dlfferences in the number of eye-contact

responses were found across the three experimenters.

Table 1 Shows the àver¿,ge number of trials per session

for each of the conditions in Phase I of this study. This

measure consisted of the a-veTàge number of times per session

the task was presented to the child in each condition.

Table I indicates that for all three children, the average

number of trials per session in the experimenter-paced (E-

Paced) condition greatly exceeded that of the self-paced

(S-Paced) condition.

Figure l- sho'ffs the number of correct responses per

session. This measure consisted of the total number of

co.rrect ïesponses per Session on prompt trials in sound-

imitation training and on both prompt and probe trj-als in

picture-name training. The left side of the top panel of

Figure I sho\es that during Phase 1 for Sherry' more correct

responses occurred in the experimenter-paced condition than

in the self-paced cond.ition. Similarly, the left sides of

the midd.le and bottom panels show that during Phase 1 for

Cy and Clayton respectively, mo1.e correct responses also

occurred in the experimenter-paeed condition. The change

of task from sound-imitation training to picture-name

.training for Cy (indicated by "p.n. started" in the figure)

did not affect the relative positions of the two procedures

(i.e., more correct r.esponses occurred in the experimenter-

i 1.: i.'

i'!.i¡íìr

iv;:å;:
l':,:' j.'1
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TABLE I

Average Number Of Trials Per Session In Each Condítion

For Each Child In Phase I

S-PACED E-PACED

36

2TCy

Sherry

Clayton

L23

115

1083B
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paced condition regardless of the task'

The right side of the top panel of Figure I shows

that during Phase 2 for sherry, the data generated were

similar to those of Phase 1. The number of cortect res-

ponses in Phase 2 were maintained at approximately the same

level as in Phase 1, although with less vatjability. simi-

Iarly, for cy the right side of the middle panel of Figure

1 shows tflat during Phase 2, the data generated were also

similar to that of Phase 1.

Figurela]-soindicatesthatforCyandClayton,who

were trained to name pictures, there occurred an increase in

the total- number of correct responses in both conditions when

differential reinforcement was used (indicated by "diff'

reinf. started" in the figure) than when it was not used'

This increase occurred. gradually in both conditj-ons' Another

finding shown in Figure 1 is th.at for cy there was no appa-

rent change in the number of correct responses in either

condition when experimenters were changed. Illith sherry and

clayton, increases occurred in both conditions. However, with

sherry, these increases were temporary and were followed by

an immediate return to baseline. More correct I¡esponses

stil-l- occurred in the experimenter-paced condition for all

three children despite experimenter change

Figure,2showsãccu]jàcy,definedastheproportionof

trials on which correct responsês occurred. The left side

of the top panel of Figure 2 shows that during Phase 1 for
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Sherry,Doconsistentdifferenceinàcc:uracybetweenthe

two conditions occurred. similarly, the left side of the

bottompanelshowsthatduringPhaselforClayton,there

also was no consistent difference in a:ccvTa:cy. The left

side of the middle panel shows t]nat during the first half

ofPhaselforCy,lj-keSherryandClayton'noconsistent

difference in àccrJTàcy occurred. During the second half

of the Phase however, unlike the case for sherry and clayton'

í2slightd.ifferenceoccurred;àccuna:cybecamehigherinthe

self-pacedcondition.ThechangeoftaskforCydidnot

affect the basic findings'

The right side of the top panel of Fi-gure 2 shows

thatduringPhase2forSherryandCy,e;ccu.ra"cywassimilar

to that of phase 1. Accuracy was maintained at a high leve1

in Phase 2.

In addition, Figure 2 shows for Cy and Clayton' that

?'ccrLT?;c¡y increased and was maintained at a less varj-able

stateinbothconditionswhendifferentialreinforcement

was used.. This increase in a,cc:ur^a,cy occurred gradually with

both children.
FinallY, Figure 2 shows that,

there was no change in accuracy as à

for all three children,

function of exPeri-

menter change.

Figure 3 sLlows cumulative

child. The l-eft side of the toP

that during Phase 1 for SherrY,

items learned for each

panel of Figure 3 shows

only one sound was learned;

l:ì .-i:ì¡'i'ì

l:':.1: l-,-r'ì::,

i,:::ì'ìl:::
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FIGURE 3
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learning occurred in the experlmenter-paced condition.

The left side of the middle panel shows that during Phase

1 for Cy, all sounds and à greater number of pictures were

learned in the experimenter-paced condit_ion than in the

self -paced. Similarly, the l-eft side of the bottom panel

sho,ffs that during Phase 1 for Clayton, a greàter number of

pictures were l-earned in the experimenter-paced condition.

The right side of the top panel of Figure 3 shows

that during Phase 2 for Sherry, more Sounds were learned

'as compared to Phase 1. The right side of the middle panel

shows that during Phase 2 for cy, the high learning rate

of picture names occurring toward the end of Phase 1 in the

experimenter-paced condition was maintained.

Figure 3 also indicates that for Cy, the learning

rate of picture names increased in the experimenter-paced

condition when differential reinforcement was used. No

apparent change occurred in the self-paced condition. For

clayton, a high learnJ-ng rate \¡ùas mai-ntained in both con-

ditions ,following di-fferential reinforcement, with a higher

l-earning rate occurring in the experimenter-paeed cond'ition.

Finally, Figure 3 shows no change in learning ràte,

in any of the three children, âS ù function of experimenter

change.
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CIIAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

Phase 1 of this study demonstrated tlnat experimenter-

paced verbal traini-ng was reliably more effective than self- ""
paced for all three children. This was found in the early

and later stages of training for both of the tasks that

were trained.. This was also found by all of the experimenters ,,,'.,

ïho conducted this study. In experimenter-paced' training '.''
,'. . -.

aS compared to self-paced, a greater number of ttia1s were 1.tt't'

initiated and a greater number of correct responses occurred'

Aecuracy was not affected. The result was a higher rate of
L

learning 
:,

- An interesting outcome of this study involved a 
l

manipulation of the schedules of reinforcement in Phase 1

for two of the children , cy and clayton. It was found that 
i

differentia1reinforcementenhanced'performàneeinboththe

experimenter-paced and the self-paced conditions for both
i,,.',.

children (see Figure 1), with lhe experimenter-paced c'on- ,.,

dition showing clear superi-ority over the self-paced' For I 
"'

cv, overall_ accuracy again became the same. in both condi-

tions (see Figure 2), and the tate of learning increased

(see Figure 3). Similar results were found in olenick (7976), ,t,,.

where d.ifferentiar reinforcement of prompt and probe trials 
r":f'

was shown to be extremely powerful in verbal training

Phase 2 of this study demonstrated that a strong 
:

::',rl!:
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interaction did not occur between the

Phase 1. It was found tlnat the data

of this studY for SherrY and CY were

to those of Phase 1.

two conditions of

generated in Phase 2

not markedly dissimilar

Interestingly,itwasshowninPhase2t']r,atthe

experimenter-paced procedure in isolation could maintain à

highnumberofcorrectresponseswithlowvariability(see

Figure 1) and a superior tat.e of learning (see Figure 3) '

This indicated that experimenter-paced verbal training alone

can produce superi-or perf ormance '

Afurthertestprovidingevidenceofthenonoccur_

rence of a strong interaction in Phase 1 involved a tal1y

ofthenumberofeye-contactresponsesoccurringinthe

experimenter_paced.cond.itionattheSametimeatria]-'was

initiated. by the experimenter in that condition' The data

indicated that the children made eye contact infrequently

intheexperimenter-pacedcondition.ontheaverage'over

the last g sessions in Phase 1, Sherry made 12 eye-contact

responses per session; and over 33.sessions in PhaSe 2, she

made 8. On the average, over the last 13 sessions in Phase

1, Cy made 3 eye-contact responses per session ' and over

16sessionsinPhase2,hemadel'Ontheaverage'over

14 sessions in Phase l, Clayton made 20 eye-contact res-

ponsespersession.Thisdataagainindicatedthatitis

unlikely that the self-paced procedure (i'e" the use of an

attendingrresponse) is necessary for the maintenance of

ì:i::r',:::



experimenter-paced perf ormance'

One test which could be done in the future, providing

further.evi-dence for the above, would involve conducting

experimenter-paced verbal training with children who had

never been and were not being exposed to self -paced verbal "1..",." ,'' '' '' 
:

training. This woul-d indicate whether the experimenter-

paced procedure eould be effectively used alone to train

verbal behaviour in retarded children. 1,....,.,'.',',

. Since this study demonstrated that experimenter-paced 
i'':;"'."""'

i,'.','ì,:.:'

verbal tralning was far more effective than self-paced verbal ;::'::ì.-;:i::::

training for three children, it systematically replicated

the findings of oleni-ck, Kochan, and Pear (unpublished manu-

script , ]1976). The results of the above studies seem some-
I

what discrepent wíth those obtained by Eckerman et a1- (1968)

on the attending response in matching-to-sample behavi-our of 
i

I

pigeons. The type of attending response used by Eckerman 
li,

eta1.requiredthatthebirdspeckedatthecriticaIsti-

muli, thus ensuring that they looked at those stimuli' 
,:::,,..,..,,
; 
r'..1,..,1¡.1:,..

Apparently, the bird.s were less 1ike1y to look at the cri- 
,,,tt .'.",
i.ì:i.:1.::..:.:::.

tj-cal stimuli when the attending response was not used' In 1::':': ;::;:
'..: .t-,.:

the present study however, it ryvas demonstrated that it was

notnecesSarytospecifyàtookì-ngreSponSetoobtainopti-

ma1 performance. It \ryas f ound that perfoimance was far .lii¡:l¡

superior when an attendj-ng response was not used and when 
r.::::r'i;r:':::l

trials \ilere presented .independent of attending behaviour.

VIhy this was the case j.s not clear ''
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The findings of this study a.re consistent with those

of Kelleher and Go1lub (t-962). These investigators showed

that stimuli closer in time to reinforcement more strongly

controlled the responding of pigeons than stimuli more

remote from primary reinforcement. In the present study it

was found that even when a child would not respond to the

stimulus more remote from primary reinforcement (i.e., the

attending stimulus), he would often respond. correctly to

the stimulus closer to primary reinforcement (i.e., the

sound to imitate or the picture to name).

.. . -:,::. i

. . :.:;.ti:]
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GHAPTER V

SUMMARY

The results of this study i_ndicated that for three 
1,..:..::,;.::

children, experimenter-paced verbal training was superior ':::::;::::::l

to self-þaced. A greater number of trials and correct

responses, and a higher rate of learning occurred in the 
:::.: .:

experimenter-pac:ed condition. However, accuracy was not :r:¡r::::'
]t 

-: t'

affected. These results were replicable across different 
ir;,.,,1'.;

experimenters and dif ferent verbal tasks (i.e., sound : '::''r:.'

imitation and picture naming)
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